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Torry Partnership  
 

Date: 18.11.2020 
 

Meeting Room: Microsoft Teams  
 

MEETING NOTE  
 
 

Present: Adrian Crofton (Torry GP Practice), Audrey Nicol (Local Councillor), Derek Bain 
(Police Scotland), Bryan Nelson (SF&R), Christian Allard (Local Councillor), Colin Wright (ACC) 
Elizabeth Leitch (Local Headteacher ACC), Fay Morrison (Community Rep), Graeme Dale 
(Sport Aberdeen), Lesley-Anne Mulholland (Community Rep), Douglas Mackay (Police 
Scotland), Normund Varganovs (Community Rep), Shamani Omnes (Aberdeen Health and 
Social Care Partnership), Susan Morrison (ACVO), Lorna Carruthers (Big Noise), Victor 
Onyemejor (Community Rep) 
Scott Simon (SF&R), Laura Young (SHMU), Tracey Buchan (HSCP), Teresa Dufficy (ACC) Carol 
Hannaford (ACC) Jade Leyden (ACC) 
 

 

ACTION POINTS  
 

ACTION 
LEAD 

1.  Welcome and Introductions 
 

 

2.  Minutes of previous meeting - Approved 
 

 

3. Improvement Project Proposal 
 
Improvement project proposal - Reduce instances of wilful fire-raising -  Scott 
Symon introduced the improvement project proposal and invited discussion 
on the paper that was sent out in advance. Discussed fly tipping and need to 
include the community via facebook etc. Community quite vigilant on this 
issue. Discussed link with other ASB such as graffiti.  

 
Suggested work with schools and engage via sports. Noted that a small 
number of people causing maximum impact. Beth Leitch and Derek Bain 
highlighted the success of anti vandalism work in the schools - it had been 
effective and could be built on to include this topic. 
 
Audrey Nicol highlighted the need to keep on top of the fly tipping. Info to be 
shared on Facebook to make it easier to report it and SHMU also offering to 
publicise. 

 
Scott said he would take on suggestions and work with people who were 
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contributing in the chat at the side of the meeting and will be in touch with 
them 
 

4. ETZ 
 

Jade introduced herself. She is working with the developers of the proposal to 
improve community engagement planning.  She is meeting them on the 24th. 
She wants to know the community’s concerns before this - she is aware of 
social media comments and asked if the community could direct any concerns 
to her and she will take it to the meeting on the 24th and their ideas. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Tenants participation 
 

Carol spoke about her role and how they are trying to engage with tenants 
digitally. She asked the Partnership and community reps to consider how they 
could get involved in and support tenant participation. Carol asked if she could 
use our networks eg social media, bulletins etc to communicate as much as 
possible with residents/tenants.  
 

 
 
 
 

6. Review of Locality Planning  
 
Colin introduced the topic and shared the document which had been 
circulated in advance of the meeting. In short new Locality Plans will merge 
community planning and health and social care plans and locality plans are to 
be developed for- north south and central”.  
 
In each locality Priority Neighbourhoods have been identified.  In the South 
these are Torry and Kincorth and plans specific to these neighbourhoods will 
be developed within the context of the South locality plan 
 

 

7. Food Poverty & Social Renewal 
Teresa introduced the background to this. She is supporting and facilitating 
partners to come together to develop and collectively deliver actions around 
poverty, employment and recovery initially working on the actions previously 
identified by the partnership.  Updates and progress reports from the Torry 
Resilience and Recovery Action Group will be included on the agenda for 
future Partnership meetings 
 

 

8. TYAG 
 
The group are working on an application to develop a ‘Pump track’ in the area 
around the skate park location, which would be a great addition to the 
facilities in the area and city wide. Citywide a number of different partners 
have been brought together to progress, including Sport Aberdeen Transition 
Extreme and the Council. It is felt Torry would be in a strong position to bid. 
Douglas said this would go well in Torry and will speak to Graeme Dale and 
Derek Bain to progress.  
The Partnership have been given funding from Police Scotland of just over £5k 
available for groups to apply for to develop project for Young people in the 
area and delegated the spend to TYAG. The group are working to process this 
funding.  
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9. Partnership Forum  
 
Beth Leitch updated on progress through Covid restrictions. The schools are 
particularly focussing on mental health and well being. Sleep is also a big issue 
in primary. Lochside have a sleep counsellor.  
 

 

10. Locality Empowerment Group  
 
Tracey Buchan highlighted the forthcoming Locality Planning sessions. Tracey 
appealed for new community members. Encouraged partners to spread the 
word. 

 
 
 
 
 

11. AOCB 
 
NORMUND - delivering for Abernecessities -  Food, PPE etc. They have had 
more and more requests for deliveries. Normund looking forassistance 
sourcing use of vehicles. Bryan and Derek offered assistance and will get in 
touch with him. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

12. DONM 
 
Colin to schedule for January 2021.  

 

 
 
 

 


